Hierarchical network of pulse coupled chemical oscillators with adaptive behavior: Chemical neurocomputer.
We consider theoretically a network of pulse coupled oscillators with time delays. Each oscillator is described by the Oregonator-like model for the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction. Different groups of oscillators constitute five functional units: (1) a central pattern generator (CPG), (2) a "reader" unit that can identify dynamical modes of the CPG, (3) an antenna (A) unit that receives external signals and responds on them by generating different dynamical modes, (4) another reader unit for identification of the dynamical modes in the A unit, and (5) a decision making unit that switches the current dynamical mode of the CPG to the mode that is similar to the current mode in the A unit. We call this network a chemical neurocomputer, since chemical BZ reaction occurs in each micro-oscillator, while pulse connectivity of these cells is inspired by the brain.